
California inspires Tumi's Spring 2018 collections

The Tumi Alpha McCoy Gym Bag exudes a
relaxed yet sophisticated attitude.

Californias dynamic and picturesque terrain and
vibrant culture provides the blueprint for travel
accessory firm Tumis latest Spring 2018
collections.

New to the lineup is the Tumi Merge collection, which
fuses Tumis design DNA in a lightweight luggage package
that plays firmly on the importance of the work-life
balance.

Functions include an identifying front zipper pocket for
quick and easy storage access for small items and a
roomier interior compartment.

The collection is available across a variety of colours
including Sunset Red and Green Camo.

LAID-BACK TRAVEL

Tumis 19 Degree Aluminum collection is described as a masterful combination of form following function,
of luxury and innovation: this collection is the pinnacle of travel gear.

Introduced in a new seasonal colour ivory gold, the assortment boasts a reinforced frame-case design, two
snap closures for carry-on bags, three for check-in bags and die-cast corner caps for added protection.

The Voyageur Leather collections Misty Crossbody in Black and Carolina
Tote in Bright Blue adds sartorial elegance to any occasion.

The interior features a
lightweight lining with an
embossed diamond
pattern that adds to the
unique exterior pattern.

In the Tumi Spring 2018
Mens Collection, fresh,
new colours and patterns
pair with a clean,
contemporary aesthetic
across premium bags,
backpacks, totes to briefs
all inspired by the laid-
back culture and
breathtaking landscapes
of California.

The Alpha Bravo collection
receives an updated,
modern look, refined with
black leather and
gunmetal detailing,
alongside an integrated
logo plaque among other
style touches.
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California inspires Tumi's Spring 2018 collections
Alpha Bravo is available in Tumis durable Ballistic Nylon, Anthracite Polyester and Leather fabrics in
seasonal colours of Green Camo and Grey/Citron.

Meanwhile, the Tumi Harrison assortment focuses on signature shapes clad in new nylon material for the
season.

This is emphasised through a clean, streamlined aesthetic maintained with smooth supple leather and
nylon styles in classic neutral colours such as black and brown, in addition to a new Umber Pebbled in
Leather and Deep Ocean in Nylon styles.

Finally, the Tumi Spring 2018 Womens Collection is updated with fresh, new colours and patterns that
provide silhouettes with a sophisticated and energetic quality.
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